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	 “About time!” That’s what we were thinking when 
we tasted through a line-up of  New Zealand bottles 
about six months ago looking for a wine club. As we’ve 
been hearing from every person who travels to the 
country, all the best wines made there hardly leave the 
country….and then, we learned that one of  those 
much-praised wineries, Mt. Difficulty, was now being 
brought into the States by one of  our longest-running 
importer partners. As we tasted, the smiles and 
knowing glances around the table confirmed that we 
were finally finding some NZ wines with the trifecta 
we’re always looking for: real personality, absolute 
deliciousness, AND superb value! 

Based in Central Otago on the southern end of  
the South Island, Mt. Difficulty is one of  a handful of  
wineries there now garnering global recognition for 
Pinot Noirs, with wines that display the fruit intensity 
that NZ is known for (we’re looking at you, Sauv 
Blanc!) but balanced with a distinct herbal/savory 
profile unlike any other of  the main Pinot regions 
around the world. Mt. Difficulty has distinguished itself  
even more with its now-proven track record of  crafting 
wines that age and mature beautifully, both their reds 
and whites. But hey, they’re also pretty delicious 
already! We hope you are as tickled by these wines as 
we were those many months ago  :-) 
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2017 ROARING MEG RIESLING 
Can you say “Dry, Delicious, and Dare-You-To-Cellar-This-
A-While”?? Much like other regions that push the limits of  
cool-climate viticulture, Central Otago Riesling has been 
quietly making a name for itself  even as the Pinot Noirs soar 
in popularity (and price!). This perky bottle drinks with all 
the fresh lime-apricot flavors and refreshing acidity the 
variety is known for, but the finish…oh, the finish: it lasts, 
and lasts, and adds subtle whispers all the while. Drink Now 
or wait 3-5 years, with Malaysian curried prawns

2013 ROARING MEG PINOT NOIR 
We’ve brought this in as the Cellar Red and Club Red 
because it is such a beautiful pinot that, especially with 
Thanksgiving and holidays coming, two bottles is definitely 
not too many! At five years old this has already aged just the 
right amount, with its dark seductive berry fruit on full 
display alongside intriguing aromatics suggesting bay leaf, 
black tea, and cinnamon…if  we had to compare, we’d say 
it’s almost like a cross between Anderson Valley and Russian 
River Pinot…which is to say, really its own unique style. 
Drink Now thru 2020 with braised rabbit and egg 
noodle stew.
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2012 MT DIFFICULTY PINOT NOIR 
Okay, now we’re talking! Savory, subtly smokey, and 
permeated with a cola/spice element, this is drinking well 
but we actually think it will evolve into something extra 
special for those who can wait a few years. The tannins are 
soft, yes, but certainly noticeable, and seem to build as you 
take more sips; and while the aromatics are gorgeous, there’s 
a sense that they are slightly closed. Either take the time to 
let this develop in the glass, or give it a snooze in the cellar 
for a little bit before cracking it open!  Drink 2020 - 2024 
with king salmon and cauliflower-parsnip velouté.
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THIS JUST IN

If  it’s not clear from the above photo - Central Otago is 
not the easiest place to grow grapes! These vineyards are 
vulnerable to frost almost any day of  the year.

CELLAR RED & CLUB RED
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“Central Otago is now producing seriously age worthy Pinot Noirs” 
-Wine expert/writer Jancis Robinson 

“The idea of  terroir, working together with soil, climate, and 
human effort, with the goal to make something great…this is what 
Central Otago and Burgundy have in common.” 
	 -Aubert de Villaine, proprietor of  Domaine de la 
Romanée-Conti (DRC) in Burgundy 

“The one other area I considered [aside from the Willamette 
Valley] was Central Otago, in New Zealand” 
	 -David ‘Papa Pinot’ Lett, the father of  winegrowing 
in the Willamette Valley 
	  
What is it about New Zealand Pinot Noir that has 
attracted wine lovers around the world? Certainly the 
fruit profile is fresh and forward, even startlingly so, in 
much the same way that NZ Sauvignon Blanc is distinct 
for its assertiveness. But fruit alone isn’t what has 
convinced the above comments; there is a distinct 
savoury side to the best of  the wines, that, while it is 
similar to excellent Pinots from Oregon, coastal 
California, and even Burgundy, is not an imitation of  any 
of  those styles. Our best guess? It’s position so far south, 
and in such an extreme climate, means that the grapes 
ripen in a unique way. The skins are fully ripe and superbly 
flavored, and the stems of  the grape clusters also end up 
achieving full ripeness when grown carefully; when the 
stems are included during fermentation, they can bring 
suggestion of  bay leaf, mint, resinous herbs, and more. Of  
course, this doesn’t fully answer the question - nor would 
we want it to! But it’s a fun jumping off  point for 
pondering the mysteries of  grapes and soil as we take sip 
after sip….

KIWI NATION

Aside from their dope 
wines, Central Otago is 
known for the excellent 
hiking and camping, 
plus several marathons 
and ultra-marathons 
held each year that snake 
their way through the 
r e g i o n ' s r u g g e d 
mountain landscape .

Central Otago is 
pretty far south, as 
far as vines are 
concerned; at 44 
degrees south, only a 
few Chilean sites 
inch closer to the 
South Pole than these 
grapes! 
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